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The number of DAB+ digital radios in Australia increased by more than 930,000 last year, helping to 
boost average weekly audiences for digital-only radio stations to over two million, according to the 
latest DAB+ update released by industry body Commercial Radio Australia.   
  
More than 4.21 million people, or 30% of the population aged 10 and over, listened to DAB+ digital 
radio each week in the five metro capital cities in 2018, up from 3.62 million in 2017. 
  
The commercial radio industry’s digital-only radio stations, which offer alternative formats including 
chillout music, country, specialist rock, 80s and retail services, reached 1.35 million listeners each 
week, a 30% jump over the previous year.  
  
CRA chief executive officer Joan Warner said the growth figures were pleasing and would open the 
way for further commercialisation. 
  
“Digital radio represents one of the growth areas for commercial radio.  More listeners are 
discovering the new stations and more media agencies are including DAB+ as part of their 
advertising buy,” Ms Warner said. 
  
Consumers need to upgrade their AM/FM radios to DAB+ radios to tune in to the digital-only 
stations or listen via streaming.  The total number of DAB+ radios in Australia, including those in 
cars, rose to 4.73 million at the end of 2018, a 24% increase from 3.80 million at the end of 2017. 
  
Sixty-five per cent of all new vehicles sold in Australia were factory-fitted with DAB+ radio in 2018. 
  
The latest data, compiled from GfK radio surveys, GfK sales reporting and new vehicle sales data 
provided by Glass’s Automotive Business Intelligence, shows DAB+ grew strongly last year: 

• Weekly listeners to DAB+ radio rose 16% to 4.21 million  



• Commercial digital-only stations gained 315,000 listeners  
• More than 930,000 DAB+ radios were sold in 2018, including 745,000 in new vehicles 
• The number of DAB+ portable and home receivers in market totalled 2.56 million at the end of 

2018, and the number of vehicles with DAB+ reached 2.17 million. 

DAB+ technology offers superior sound quality and up to 30 extra commercial and public radio 
stations.  These include Triple M Aussie, which launched on Australia Day with an all-Australian 
music format, the Christmas pop-up station Elf Radio, as well as Coles Radio, Triple M Classic Rock, 
The 80s iHeartRadio, NTS News Talk Sport, Koffee, Easy Hits, Kinderling Kids Radio and KIX Country 
Music.   
 

 

 

 

 

 



What is DAB+ Digital Radio? 
DAB+ is the most widely adopted digital radio standard worldwide, on-air in more 
than 40 countries including Australia, United Kingdom, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, 
France, Norway, Poland, Malta, Denmark, Netherlands, Hungary, Thailand, Vietnam, 
Malaysia, Indonesia, Tunisia , Qatar, Kuwait, South Africa to name just a few.  The 
European and Arab States Broadcasting Unions have adopted DAB+ as the 
preferred digital radio standard and there is widespread interest in rolling out 
DAB+ in the Asia-Pacific and Southern Africa. 
 
Broadcasting on different radio frequencies defines the characteristics of AM, FM 
and DAB+ transmissions. Whilst AM uses the longer wavelengths in the medium 
wave bands allowing the signal to travel further, the band suffers from interference, 
particularly in dense urban environments. FM broadcasts on VHF Band II (88-
108MHz), a higher frequency offering improved sound quality to AM, the band is 
subject to multipath interference and is congested so it limits the ability for radio to 
expand or offer new features and functionality.   

 

DAB+ uses a far more advanced and technically robust transmission system and 
operates in Australia in VHF Band III 174-230MHz.  Like other digital technologies, it 
uses higher frequencies which work extremely well within the coverage area but 
have a “cliff edge” drop off at the boundary of reception.  DAB+ is both cost 
effective and spectrum efficient technology, allowing broadcasters to offer their 
popular analogue stations simulcast in digital quality, and significant choice from 
new DAB+ only station formats such as kids, dance, sport, urban, hard and heavy, 
chill and smooth. DAB+ uses a robust modulation which is designed for radio 
reception in mobile environments, such as vehicles and public transport. 

 



Features and Benefits 

DAB+ radio offers many features and benefits, enhancing the experience for radio 
listeners. 
 

 
There are more than 230 DAB+ radio enabled devices on the market. These can be 
purchased from leading retailers in-store and online.  

DAB+ digital radio is currently available in the five metropolitan capital cities of 
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, as well as Hobart, Darwin, Canberra 
and Mandurah. The digital radio signal in all markets is operating at full-power and 
installation of additional repeater sites has continued to improve coverage in these 
cities. 



 
Commercial radio broadcasters have identified the following regional centres as 
priority markets for the rollout of DAB+ within the next five years: 

Newcastle, Dubbo, Albury, Lithgow, Sale, Bathurst, Cooma, Goulburn,  
Warragul, Sunshine Coast, Cairns, Bundaberg and Murwillumbah. 
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